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Daniel 1 :15 And at the end of ten days their countenances appeared

fairer and fatter in flesh than all the children which did eat the portion

of the king 's meat .

 

Daniel 5 :12 Forasmuch as an excellent spirit , and knowledge , and

understanding , interpreting of dreams , and shewing of hard sentences ,

and dissolving of doubts , were found in the same Daniel .

 

Daniel 6 :3 Then this Daniel was preferred above the presidents and

princes , because an excellent spirit was in him ; and the king thought to

set him over the whole realm .
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BREAKDOWN
INTRODUCTION
After capturing Jerusalem , King Nebuchadnezzar requested the children

who were faultless , well-favored , and smart . Daniel was brought to Babylon

with the very best Jerusalem had to offer , but because he had a spirit of

excellence , he stood out even among the smartest , best-looking children .

You are never too young to have a spirit of excellence . If we claim to

represent an excellent God , we should praise Him with a spirit of excellence .

 

APPEARANCE
If a spirit of excellence is on us , we should be excellent in our hygiene . It

doesn ’t take a lot of money to be clean . It doesn ’t take a lot of money to iron

your clothes . It doesn ’t take a lot of money to brush your teeth . Lacking a

spirit of excellence in your appearance may not keep you from Heaven , but

it could affect how many people you take with you . God may look on the

heart , but the lost can ’t see your heart . They see how you handle yourself .

They observe how you handle the blessings God has given you . The see how

you whine and complain on social media . They see how you manage your

finances . They see how you treat your family . They see how you treat your

friends . They see how you treat you pastor and church . They see what you do

and look like . In a generation that is afraid to be held accountable , take

pride in representing your King . He is worthy of our best .

 

ATTITUDE
A spirit of excellence will affect every area of our lives , not just the areas we

can fake . Mediocracy seems to be the “cool” thing . A just-get-by attitude is

not a characteristic of excellence . Do you just do enough to look like your

doing it? Do you grumble and complain anytime you ’re asked to do

something? Do we bring shame to His name? In Daniel 6 :2 , it says the

kingdom suffered no damage . Let 's be a Daniel generation . Represent Christ

well . May the kingdom of God suffer no damage because of us . 


